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About This Game

Snail Trek - Chapter 3: Lettuce Be is the third in a series of "20 minute adventures" where you take on the role of a crew of
snails on a journey to a new home world.

In the style of the early Sierra Online adventure games, Snail Trek has colorful EGA-ish graphics and a text parser interface.
Relive the nostalgia in these bite-sized adventures - but without all the pain. Autosaves, a text parser with auto-suggest, and

puzzles with no dead ends, all combine to bring this old genre into the modern era.

In Chapter 3, survival is at stake again. But whose survival?

Key Features

 Autosaves - no need to save every few minutes (though you still can if you want).

 A text parser with both auto-suggest and auto-correct - fat finger your way to puzzle glory (but you can turn them off if
you want to suffer more greatly).

 A text parser that understands what objects are in front of you, so you can be lazy and just type things like 'get' or 'look'.

 CRT emulation mode that gives those pixels an ever-so-slightly fuzzy look.
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 A stereophonic score.

 Cute snails.

 Deaths (but hey, autosaves).

 No dead ends! Puzzle your way around with impunity!

 Widescreen aspect ratio, since monitors are more rectangular now.
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Title: Snail Trek - Chapter 3: Lettuce Be
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phil Fortier
Publisher:
Phil Fortier
Franchise:
Snail Trek
Release Date: 3 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Simple yet interesting reaction shooter.. me likie IGB. aptmosphere was nice. other than that everything was cheap including
sound effects and the ending music was stolen too. Nice, i did not have do go into a Stripclub.
I can throw my money to the B*tches in front of my PC :D

#joke. Beautiful chapter. Especially after Chapter 2, which was, all in all, a big letdown. Chapter 3 has a lovely, funny story with
beautiful scenes and perfect voice-acting (as always). I had to play this in one sitting, so enthralled with the story was I. Loved
it.. A combination of RTS and RPG genres. You assemble an army, complete quests, fight enemies to make the world a safer
place and save it from annihilation. You have a wide variety of available troops from human, orc, elf and goblin races including
close range fighters, long range troops, mages and even heavy artillery. Also possible to add demons to your army. As you fight
enemies, you and your troops gain experience. Your troops get stronger with each level of experience and when a unit reaches
level 3, you can upgrade them to a better unit, but demons can't be upgraded and have only one level. Upgrades can be done in
any available town of the right race (human troops get updated in human towns etc.). Not all kind of towns will be available
though, since you will travel to far away lands.

You aid your troops with spells, healing and empowering them, summoning Magical spirits to aid them. You also have a wide
variety of damaging spells you can use on your enemies. Spells require mana to be cast, with no mana you can cast only the
spells you put in quick access (F5-F9, F10 summons Magical spirit and can't be changed). After casting a spell from quick
access, it takes a while to regenerate. When you gain experience, you can use it to learn new spells, learn new skills or upgrade
your max mana, mana regeneration or maximum army size and more. When you reach a new level, a new set of spells gets
available. There are three schools of magic available - Nature, Chaos (fire) and Energy. You can study them all or you can
choose what spells you wan't, but spells have dependencies, that is, to learn a higher spell, you must first learn the necessary
lower spells. The dependencies are indicated with vertical lines that connect spells.

The towns also can level up, to do so, they need resources - wood, stone, food and gold. The town has peasants who work in
mines, sawmills and windmills and delivers the resources to town. With every new town level, new set of troops gets available.

The game itself proved to be fun and interesting. Just as I thought that it has became boring, it spiced things up, thus keeping me
entertained. There are also some hidden surprises, like a chance to add a demon to your army. The game is old and it's
noticeable via the graphics, but it runs smooth and it doesn't hurt the game play. I can't tell about the other languages, but at
some parts English dialogs were terrible.

Overall I would recommend this game if you like RPG or RTS games, this game certainly delivers what it's supposed to.
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only played a little but the story got me hooked! very interactive gameplay and great atmosphere! here is my gameplay 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8Z2vx128sU. As a fan of indie\/sim VN's, I purchased this game as soon as I saw it.
However, it feels repetitive and not worth the $20 I paid... I could write a long winded review of this but it's really not worth it.
This game needs alot of work. The weapons don't output the expected damage. Physics is way off. Finished the game in 20
minutes and refunded immediatley. DO NOT BUY!. This is a decent game for newer fighters.
Most, if not all, characters have the same special activations, and is pretty easy to understand.
The controller support is wonky (upon setup, check the controller to make sure its what you want)
The fighting HUD is a bit weird to learn, but not too hard to learn.
Overall: light like, decent for fun. It wants very badly to be Downwell, but doesn't understand any of the brilliance in its design.
And the music starts to hurt after about 10 seconds.. Relaxing & Simple gameplay
+ Most perfect "Flat" Design
+ Perfect for Astronomy enthusiast
+ Easy Achievements

- Why too Short?
- the one "Circle" is annoying to search in Mirror object, better make it Two
- Sound too noisy

Hope another game like this but with Trading Cards. This is a fairly mediocre game with good graphics, decent gameplay but
anything else is pure♥♥♥♥♥♥ranging from the voice acting to the missions.
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